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Still Hanging In There: Colescott
Painting Cause Fo,r Student Rally
by Russell Korando

noticed there was plenty of access."
When asked about the guidelines
for student assembly on campus, Beeler
said university lawyers were examinMore than 100 students and faculty
ing policy which, he added, may be out
gathered in front of the Thomas
of date. But Beeler said the
Jefferson Library last Monday
university could control the
to listen to several UM-St Louis
time, place and manner of a
students' cries for removal of a
student rally, and this issue has
painting in the library.
"If they don't meet our been
held up in court.
RobertColescott'spainting,
Zuberi, who is majoring in
"Natural Rhythm: Thank You demands to take the painting
Jan van Eyck," has been the down, we'll take the appropri- . political science, was one of the
most vociferous of the speaktarget for criticism by UM-S t
ate
measures,
and
go
in
there
ers. Zuberi said the rally was
Louis's Office of Equal Opporplanned in response to a press
tunity' the Associated Black and take it down ourselves."
conference held Oct 1. Zuberi
Collegians (ABC) and students
- Nkrumah Zuberi, and Martin Covington, another
since it was placed in TJL.
protestor of Monday' s speakers, both said
"If they [UM-St Louis adthey were organizing rallies
ministration] don't meet our deagainst Colescou's painting,
mands to take the painting down,
and they are not affiliated with
we'll take the appropriate meaAffairs,
said
this
was
the
largest
gatheror any other student group on
the
ABC
sures, and go in there and take it down
ing
in
protest
since
campus.
the
late
1980s,
ourselves," said UM-St Louis student
Covington and Zuberi also agreed
when students rallied in response to
Nkrumah Zuberi during the rally.
they would jeopardize their status as
"Monday was a sign of democ- Apartheid in South Africa
"I thought the nature of the rally students to accomplish their goal of
racy," Zuberi said, the day after the
rally. "1 wouldn't want to call it a rally. was not threatening at all," Beeler said. removing the painting, but only after
I wouldn't want to call it a demonstra- "My main concern was that other stution, because I've never been to either. dents wouldn't be allowed access into
See Rally, page 4
But in my analysis, there are a new the library, but when I got there, 1

. ed~or-in-chief

Photo: Dave Floyd
Students watch speakers in front of the Thomas Jefferson Library protesting the rehanging of Robert
Colescott's painting t~led "Natural Rhythmn: Thank You Jan van Eyck." About 100 people were present at
the rally.
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Financial Aid
Gives Record
Amount Of Loans
by Christine McGraw
managing editor

~

•
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AsofOcll, TheUM-SlLouis
Student Financial Aid Office has
processed approximately $7.3
million in loan funds so far for the
.academic year_1993-94. This ~g- ~
ure indicates a 45 percent increase
compared to last year at this time.
Carl Wickliffe, assistant director ofthe StudentFmancial Aid
office, said after talking to colleagues at other institutions the
Financial Aid Office has concluded that everyone is experiencing the same thing and contributes
the increase to a "multitude of
factors."
'The economic conditions of
our area aren't great," Wickliffe
said. "Andparents are out of work..
'Those are two big reasons."
Wickliffe also said non-traditional students have prompted an
increase.
"As we see more non-traditional students on campus there is
a greater need because they are

See Aid, page 4
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Editorials
Examine some of the
issues concerning the
United States military
presence in Somalia. Also,
a look at last week's student rally from a different
perspective.

Features
'.

Turn to page 5 and
see what students have to
say about the controversy
that has stemmed from
the Robert Colescott
painting and take a look
at racial issues on the
campus.

Sports
..

0;:

See page 9 for results
of the Riverwomen's Saturday battle with Colorado Christian_
Plus: The Peter Piper
Athletic Awards.

ARA Employees Voice
Complaints Over Management

generation of students on this campus
who are fed up with the way things
are."
Karl Beeler, UM-St Louis assistant to the vice chancellor of Student

Joe Lutgen, manager of-ARA at
UM-S t Louis, said Gruelle is qualified
for the position. "She (Gruelle) knows
Several employees of UM-St. how to run things ... I may not know
Louis' Underground Cafeteria accuse how to run a bakery, but as supervisor,
Russell Korando
the managing staff of having racist and I see that things are done." .
Last semester however, ARA em- editor-in-chief
unfair policies. They say that this kind
of treatment has gone on long enough ployee Pam Mitchell assumed the job
. UM-St Louis Student Government President Andy
and now it is time to make some description of the floor supervisor. She
.
Mas!ers'
platf9nn "Year-ofUnity"hascgme underattackby
had the posi-'
clianges.
two students, who participated in arally to remove a pain ling
tion as the
Las t
by Robert Colescott last week.
evening suwee k ,
The painting, titled ''Natural Rhythm: Thank You Jan
pervisor, but
Mar y
van
Eyck," currently hangs in the Thomas Jefferson Library.
"She
doesn't
know
she wanted to
Brown, an
It
has
been the center of a debate in the Post-Dispatch,
take courses
ARA em- her job or how to talk to us. "
Riverfront
Times and The CurrefU, since campus members
fulfi.ll
ployee,
- Mary Brown, tothehelp
argu~ for it to be taken down.
job defiled
a
Martin Covington and Nkrumah Zuberi, both speakers
ARA employee talking scription.
complaint
in
last
week's rally, said their efforts to contact SGAabout
against
about supervisor After finish- this issue have gone unanswered. Covington and Zuberi
ing course
floor suwork, the both expressed discontent about SGA' s lack of participation
pervisor
managing in this effort and other issues.
Rosemary
"It's a joke," Zuberi said, in reference to SGA ''They
Gruelle on behalf of employees who · staff informed Mitchell that the posihaven't
shown any reason that they would work in cooperafeel as Brown does that Gruelle is racist tion of floor supervisor no longer extion
with
the ABC, or any other group on this campus. My
isted. Once the Fall semester of '93
and"\lflfair.
main
concern
is to increase student participation on campus,
"She uses real harsh words when began, the position of floor supervisor
I
would
love
nothing more than to march into the office
and
speaking to us, she waves her finger at was recreated, only this time Gruelle
of
the
student
government
with 2,CXX) angry students deus, and she always says things to us had it
manding
results.
"They told us she was made superlike, 'If you value your job, you'd
'1 didn't see the president [Masters] out there," he said.
better do _.' She doesn't know her visor to make the cashiers' job easier. I
''Not
that we invitedhim-we didn't invite anyone. We saw
do not see the changes. We still have to
job or how to talk to us."
Photo: Davs Floyd
administrative
and faculty members out there, and SOA's
An ARA employee said that Gruelle get our own stock," said Brown. "They
pulled Gruelle from the grill and made secretary. If she was there, I'm sure he knew what was going Nkrumah Zuben, a speaker at the ralty Monday, said
is not ready for the job.
•
on."
Student Govemment Association is not willing to work
"She needs to oct more profes- her supervisor. She does not know the
with the Associated Black Collegians and other groups
sional," he said. "She needs to be trained
See Unity, page 4 on campus.
See ARA, page 4
to be more effective."

Christopher Sutherland
of The Current staff

Masters' "Year of Unity" Attacked

a

Record Crowd Of 300 Watch Jennies
Disassemble Rivel'Women Offense
by Cory SChroeder
of The Current staff
With the largest crowd in volleyball history in attendance at
the Mark Twain Building, the
Riverwomen failed to make it a
perfect evening, succumbing to
their arch-rivals the Jennies of
Central Missouri S tate University
Oct. 6.
Success, strangely enough,
was not measured by the
Riverwomen's play, but rather
by the 300people who shbwed up
to support the team.
"Athletic Spirit Night," the
brainchild of Sports Information
Director Jeff Kuehno, not only
got athletes of other UM-S t Louis
sports to come out, but pe.ople off
the streets as well.
"We're trying to create an
atmosphere where your student
athletes get excited about supporting their fellow athletes,"
Kuchno said. "We can't expect
the rest of the campus community to show support if the athletes

Frat ernity Investigate'd
After 'Paddling' Incident
by Clint Zweifel
news editor

Photo: Dave Floyd
DIGGING FOR GOLD: Riverwomen hitter (#15) Lori Pike saves a kill,
but she couldn't save UM-St. Louis from a sweep by Central Missouri
State.
.

don't."
With cheersofhee haw and stickers featuring a Jennie with a line
through its head, the Riverwomen
were psyched and ready to perform
before the capacity crowd.

"I actually felt more comfortable playing in front of the large
crowd, said junior setter Amy
. Cole. "It helped me focus on the

See Record, page 10

UM-St. Louis has completed an
investigation of the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity after a member "paddled"
another on his birthday.
Rick Blanton, associate director of
Student Activities, said the incident
occurred around Sept18, at the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity house.
John Kleweis, Pi Kappa Alpha
president, said the "paddling" has been
part of the fraternity's tradition since
1969. He said a member is usually
paddled as many times as they are old.
Kleweis said a person is not paddled
unless they are willing.
"Whenever one of our members
has a birthday party they know it's
going to happen ... it's no big deal, ~ he
said. 'They know when they come to
the house."
Kleweis said the person who was
paddled did not resist the action.
"It was his birthday, he was paddled
by one of our members," he said. "He
didn't fight it, he partied."
Karl Beeler, associate to the vice

chancellor of Student Affairs, said a
report was taken at the scene of the
party by a staff member of Student
Activities. Beeler said he was at the
party as a follow-up to a previous incident that h.ad occurred.
Beeler said the fraternities practice
of paddling members is a form of
hazing.
"Paddling is a form of hazing," he
said. "It is widely accepted that it is
unacceptable. "
Beeler said Pi Kappa Alpha is
probably in violation of the student
conduct code.
"They seem to be in violation of the
student conduct code by paddling
members on their birthday," he said.
"(They are) in violation of not just the
national policy but the university's
policy."
Kleweis said he has told all members of the fraternity to no longer
practice the tradition of paddling.
"We have informed members not
to do that anymore," he said. "But, we

See Fraternity, page 4
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MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

EXCEI..UNT
~
EX'ffiA INCOME NOWI ~

RESEARCH
ftFIIMA. .
Largest Ubrary Ii Intormation in U.S.

Wanted : Reporters and photographers for News, Sports and Features to write and shoot for The
Current. No experience is necessary. Enthusiasm is required . We
provide everything except your time.
There'are also available positions for
advertising sales representatives .
Hours are flexible . Call Russ or Alfie
at 553-5183.

MJSCELLANEOUS
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY! Individuals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations , call the
nation's leade r. Inte r-Cam pus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

19,278 TOP/CS - ALL SUBJECTS
Order catalog Today with VISa I Me Of COD

ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600$800 every we ek
Free Deatils : SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave .
Brooklyn . New York 11230

GREEKS AND CLUBS. RAISE UP
TO $1000 IN JUST ONE WEEK!
For your fraternities, sororities and
club . Plus $1 ,000 for yourself! And a
free I-shirt just for calling . 1-800932-0528 ext. 75 .

1!!1ii~1t 800-351-0222
Dr, rush $2.00 to : Rnemh Informltion

11322 ldah<i Ave. I2OO-A. Los Angeles. CA 90025

Attorney
Carol M FiCk - Traffic cind General Practice - competitive rates - (314) 871-9621

BAR HELP
Enthusiastic, personable people
needed as door persons, servers &
bartenders. No experience needed .
Apply at Final Destination. 11121
Natural Bridge . 731 -2233.

-

_.-

..

.' ~

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING POLICY
Paid classified advertising receives priority OVer free
classified orders. All orders should be mailed to "Jason and Alfie", c/o The Current, 8001 Natural Bridge.
Drop boxes for orders are located in Lucas Hall (next
to Evening College) and at the offices of The Current,
7940 Natural Bridge. All student/faculty orders must
include name and student/staff number on separate/
same sheet.
-

Earn $500-$1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes . For details
- RUSH $1 .00 with SASE 10;
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

---------,

·
z
~~~~,
~

15% DISCOUNT WITH

Commoder
• urand IBM
Hardware - Sofeware

BUY - SELL - TRADE
--:--~--

Westport AreB
Open 10 am 7 days
291-2221

ST. LOUIS

South County
Open 10 M-F,1 0 Sat
Cisd Sun
842 - 5552

Why not leave the driving to us?
We specialize in charters for any size group you can put together bachelor

and bachelorette parties, fraternity, and sorority outings, sporting

* On Thursdays you will not

events,bar hops, etc. Call your friends and reserve your bus early.
(Mention this ad and receive a $4 discount to Hennann! )

believe what a quarter will buy
*Pizza by the slice .50
.*Wednesday bottle sp ecials

CALL LAIDLAW TRANSIT 776-6044
AND ASK FOR THE CHARTER DEPARTMENT

•• • • • • • •• •• • • •• • • •• •• • • • • •• •• • ••
COIne ce~~uI CU~ n lUI uS alter
Blu@s home games...we're just
10 Ininutes away froln the Arena
(with traffic!)
$
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li;I. 1Ill lill
!j:::,::r Needs PROORAM ASSISTANTS and RELIEF STAFF tol >?
;::,,"'1provide direct assistance to individuals

•

•

I,

with autism/

:;::.::•.1 developmental disabilities in residential settings in St
,. ::~ I Louis City and County. Fixed of flexible part-time hours

.!

928 North 1st

available; early morning, evening, overnights and week-

. ' I ends. Training is provided. Ideal for students. Caring,

on The Landing

I

... 1 2388 Sc~uetzRd . , A57, S1. Louis Mo. ~31~ -. · L?r call LIla, 432-8845 to request an applIcatlon.

YOU MUST BE 21 OR OLDER

. . ..

-~- -
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PERSONALS

Dan NCJ,
Terrible! Just terrible!

_J :'

-D.

-Vince
Dear Foxy,
You sound great atthe games. Maybe

~ -~- ~ .: " ~ \ EQE:MtftDN:: j: : ~~~rh~~i~eci~e:;t~~~~~~~~~~metime.

L.~~~":::,:,,,;:...:.......-"--...........___..........~~.:..:;.;.._--"-_ _ _.;....;.;.~~~

rcoUpOtrSALEl
._-----------------_.

- - -

t·

F:
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1980 Mazda RX-7. Red with black
interior. New tires. Runs well and
reliable. Call David. 1-662-2263 before 9 P.M.

Richelle,
Thanks for the t-shirt

. I interested persons can send resume to: Personnel Manager, t,

231-337 7

PROTECTION
PEPPER MACE SPRAY
LATEST FORMULA-KEYCHAIN WI
LEATHER HOLSTER OR POCKET
CLIP MODEL. TOP QUALITY. SEND
$9 FOR EA. UNIT-KEYCHAIN WI
HOLSTER. $8 FOR EA. UNITPOCKET CLIP MODEL. PLUS $2
S&H PER ORDER TO; OVDSDP-C,
12685 DORSETT RD. SUITE 230,
ST. LOUIS, MO 63043 .

l
I>·

-Devpted Sports Fan 2

THIS COUPON
(FOR ALL STUDIOUS I
STUDENTS)
I
-UMSL 1 BDR. TWN I
CA/CARPET
I
-CLOSE TO CAMPUS I
I
-CLOSE TO
I
I
LIGHTRAIL
I
I
-CLOSE TO NORTH
1
1
OAKS SHOPPING
I
I
CENTER
I
I - C LOS E TO ALL YOU R I
I
NEEDS
1
I 2550 LUCAS & HUNT I
L __ 3.,!S-0728 _ _ -.J
PARK GLEN ECHO TOWNHOUSES
1 Bedroom starts at $285. All
Appliances. wlw Carpet . On
Site Management. AIC, Gas
Heat. Spiral Staircase. Parking, Laundry. 2550 LUCAS &
HUNT. 385-0728

PERSONALS
Dear Firestick,
The date at Parrot's was lovely. I do
hope you still respect me. I felt a
little strange in the morning having
to borrow that sweatshirt. Sorry I
tore that nice pair of boxers you had
on . It's not like me to lose control
like that. I made Basic Instinct look
like a PG flick. Until next time . Real
soon, I hope . .
-Love Bundles aka. Chicken Ups
Dear Echo,
Long time no hear. Maybe we should
speak. Atter ali, the moon's blue
once in.a while.
'" -Bunny

BEDDING
. SOLD IN SETS

TRESTLEWOOD rYa;~Tol
TABLE WITH 4 CHAIRS I CHEST J
: 112 PRICE

I

,.----- ------."

IDINETTE

IIIII . . . .

~

$139

&.: _ _ _ _ ....- _ _ _ _ _ _

11

I

_=aI~101l J

t ~,. ....
coore""~--e~

lNIGHTSTANlJ

112 PRICE

I

:S:~:.I

- . ..J ~-

-

-

-

-

oJ

S:&1~~ MIIny hdIooml
To <h1o.. From

All DI$countedl

THERE COMES A TIME WHEN YOU'VE GOT TO TAKE A STAND
~~~ml~I ~MOO~oon~~\lN:.~~ ~WI.fIj ~rn&tl ~OCOO~~, ~l9Rf.rom
~J~~u~m ~l u~1" Jf~tMr ~Wf~ =ll~r~~, ~tUA~ AH~ ~AAm ~~~ '~l~~ ~ll~t~r~1 ~~A~r~ AA~~nU~ AH~ ~mr w~m~~ =Wllr~ ~~~f
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from the editor's desk
"Ghosts" Of Past Revisit
President Clinton, Threaten
Health Care Reform
by Russell Korando
edHor-in-chief
When I was listening to KMOX
radio Oct 7, some remarks made
by talk show host Jim White disturbed me. White said he supported
more involvement
(as in troop strength)
in Somalia, and in
the same breath said
anyone involved in a
gang in the U.S.
should be given up
on.
. Discard them
into a ever developing sea of lost, wandering hwnanity in this country.
This is the type of insolence
that continues to lead the U.S. toward a path of destroying others,
while giving up on our own.
Shame on you Mr. White, for
using your prestigious role in communications to foster an air of surrender to a problem that grips St
Louisians on the evening news almost every day.
Send the gang members to an
island, White says. Why don't you
get off yours and walk the streelS
around Grand and Delmar.
All of the political buzzwords
in the world can't replace the lives
of the American men dying in Somalia
Every time the Executive
Branch of our government gelS
caught with its pants down, they
send some fresh-faced communications specialist into the den of
journalistic wolves, awaiting answers to relay 10 the public.
Hours before, when young,
dead American servicemen were
seen in households a:rossthe country, being dragged by ropes through
the streets of Mogadishu, the spin
control machine was going full-tilt
Words like nation-building,
new world order and piecemeal
buildup were tossed around for the
wolves to nibble at
Oneofthe mosthorrificphoto' s
1've ever seen reared its ugliness in
the Post-Dispatch Oct 5. It was of
a dead GI, who's arms were
stretched out by his captors ropes. I

hope that photo wasn't shown in
the part of the country where that
young man's family lives.
The response from Washington, so far, has sent mixed signals
at a time when it is imperative
President Clinton and Congress
must be in sync.
Last week there
was bi-partisan
agreement between two influential senators to cut
our losses immediately and pull our
troops out.
Defense Secretary LeS Aspin
issued a stem warning to Mohamed
Farrah Aidid, the alleged culprit
behind bloody Sunday's deaths of
at least 12 Americans. And a few
hundred servicemen were dispatched to bolster the American
effort
Our young President has been
quickly involved in the international flashftres in Somalia, Russia
and Yugoslavia, and the most recent events in these countries
threaten to crush his domestic
. agenda of National Health Care
Reform.
The whole bloody situation is
beginning to resemble ghosts of
presidents past. Especially the
Democrats. President Lyndon B.
Johnson saw his hopes fora "Great
Society" crushed under the U.S.
military's steamrtlller in Vietnam.
President Jimmy Carter' s work
to negotiate peoce between Egypt
and Israel fell hostage to
American's being held in Iran and
a stifling economy.
All of this campaign nonsense
ofpuUing Americans filst is about
10 fall off the map faster than a
speeding bullet in Somalia When
those servicemen were killed, the
media pushed all talk of the National Health Care Reform package to the backburners.
There were Americans dying
iii a far-off land. The irony to this,
is if the U.S. continues on course
without a solid policy for Somalia,
the whole health care issue will be
replaced by death tolls.

UMSL News Briefs
•..UM-St Lollis Chancellor Blanche Touhill received the Friendship
Award from the Japan America Society OeL 7. Touhill received the
award for forging relationships with civic, business and education
leaders from Japan.
...Michael Alderson, UM-St. Louis assistant professor of business
administration, will be featured in the U.S. News and World Report
Oct. lIon college costs.
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Painting Issue Spins Out Of Control,
Students Hold Rally At TJL
by Clint Zweifel

news editor
When I saw Nkrumah Zuberi
protesting Robert
Colescott's painting
"Natural Rhythm:
Thank You Jan van
Eyck" last Monday,
two feelings immediatelywentthrough my
mind. One of those
feelings revolved
around my editorial
that appeared in last
week's issue of The
Current.
The ideas I presented in the
editorial went through my mind
the entire time while the protest
was going on. I could not understand why Zuberi and the other
speakers asked the painting be
taken down. It surprises me how a
. piece of art could cause so much
concern on a college campus.
But, there was something of
much greater importance coming
from the protest That "something" had nothing to do with

Commentary
withrightorwrong . achieve a common goal. For that goal
or why a person they unified themselves and produced
believes a certain a solid argwnent They did something
way. The protest that those on the other side of the
held much more argument have not yet taken the time
importance than a to do.
value judgement. It
One can agree or disagree with the
was a special mo- speaker's position. It does not maner.
ment,and itwas the What matters is values. What matters
reason I decided to is standing up for those values. Taking
attend college. I the time, the effortand the guts to show
was able 10 witness the campus community their ideas are
students speak out about something matters.
they believed in. They were not politiMy personal feelings on the paintcians trying to gather votes fora coming ing have not changed. What I wrote
election. These students had no politi- last week lies close to my heart and it
cal alliance or motive. There was no always will. At the same time, though,
pq>ularitymotive. The words that came what the speakers did also lies close to
from these people came from the heart my heart. It was a true inspiration to
There was no one particular organiza- see a group ofpeople bring back sometion behind the push for the picture to thing that seems to be \ost-ta1cing a
be taken down. Some of them were stand with with no political or popularmembers of school organizations and ity motive. Taking a stand for a comsome were not All of them did have mon goal. Ideas are exchanged and
one thing in common----they solidified thoughts are formulated when you try
themselves and took a position to to understand another individual's
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viewpoint People showed they are
not too deeply involved in their
daily routines to stand for ideas
and to take time to exchange those
ideas.
Looking at the speakcrs and
looking at the crowd I wanted to
getinvo\ved. As ajoumalistI knew
that I was limited in what I could
say and do. Hut the fire was still
burning and I knew I was witnessing one of the few beautiful things
left in U.S . democra:::y- the right
to assemble peacefully. I felt like I
was sitting on the sidelines during
the seventh game of the World
Series.I wanted to hit the homerun.
"Yesterday was democracy in
action," said Zuberi. "People had
the right to assemble, the right for
free speech. (Srudents) assembted
in front of the library voicing issues
they felt very sensitive about"
Opinions are wonderful. AImost everyone has one, but what's
important is ~ing people come
together to voice those in that type
of atmosphere-and using only
their hearts, not politics, 10 express
themselves.
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SGA Fights New Transcript Fee
by'Cllnt ZWeifel
news editor

student to pay for something they have

Two members of the UM-StLouis
Student Government Association
(SGA) have written an informal pr0posal to change the $5 fee students
must pay to receive transcripts.
The fee was implemented by the
Chancellors office July 1.
Eric Barnhart, SGA treasurer and
Dave Roither, SGA vice president,
wrote the proposal. Barnhart said the
proposal will be introduced at the next
Senate Student Affairs Committee
meeting Oct. 21.
The proposal suggests two alternatives:
Once a year a student can
request two copies of his or her transcript. Additional copies will be at a
cost set by a student and administrative
panel.
Total abolishment of the fee
until students are presented with a
reason for the cost
Barnhart said it is frustrating for a

mented because there is a cost associated with getting a transcript," said
LaMarca. "Apparently, the university
could not absorb that cost"
LaMarca said most the other University of Missouri campuses also
charge a transcript fee that is close in
price to the fee charged at UM-St

already earned.
"After attending the university for
two or four years and find out you have

to pay $5 for a transcript is ridiculous,"
said Barnhart
Roither said policy that affects so
many students, such as a transcript fee,
should be brought to the students first Louis.
before it is implemented.
"Since it's going to affect the stu- Aid from page 1
dents, the students should have a voice
in the process," saidRoither ."Although
this fee does not need senate or student self supporting," she said.
Another factor is a new financial
approval, it would have been prudent
aid
progrnm
called Unsubsidized FedtoreDciveinfonnation~studentsor
eral
Stafford
Loans, which started in
senate."
January
of
this
year. ThiS program alRoither said charging students a
lows
any
stlldent
to apply and everyone
fee for their transcripts does not fit into
is
eligtble.
Wickliffe
said the utilizathe idea of a public university.
tion
ofUnsubsidized
Stafford
loans is
"Part of the importance of coming
quickly
growing
because
of
the
easy
to a public university is DOt spending a
accessibility.
lot of money," he said.
"There were students in the past
Mimi La Marta, director of admiswho
didn't have loan eligibility," she
sions, said the fee is not unreasonable.
said.
"They know how to apply and
She said the university needed a way to
pay for the personnel, paper, postage there is more of a personal need. This
and forms that are needed foc a transcript gives an open opportunity to middle
income students. It's overall a positive
to be processed.
''The transcript fee was imple- situation."

Unity from page 1

Rally from page 1

Masters said he was working at his President Nick Wren.
other job when the rally was taking
A flyer circulating around campus
place, and while he supports students says, ''UMSL is racist," and charges
gathering in such a forum to discuss SGA and Student Activities of harassschool policy, he urges students to take ment Masters said the charge of harassment stems ~ a memo his office
caution in their actions.
Masters' campaign platform "Year sent to Travis Lawrence, vice president
of Unity" came under attack by Zuberi of ABC.
In the memo, SGA Vice President
and Covington, who said Masters had
not tried to contact ABC.
. Dave Roither says, "I sympathize with
When confronted with these alle- the cause your organization is supportgations,Masters gave TIle Current four ing, and weare willing to help establish
memos, dating bock to Aug. 31. The dialogues with your organization, or
memos clearly attempt to include ABC with administrators, or whomever you
in SGA sponsored events.
deem necessary.
"The Homecoming Committee
"I would like to wod:: with you to
deeply regrets the choice of ABC to not avoid a reactionary response from other
participate in the planning of the 1993 organizations ... "
Homecoming Week. Although you
Masters conferred with officials in
have declined to place a representative his office, and said a check of the
on the committee, I would like to en- message log showed no attempts by
courage yourorganization to participate either Covington or Zuberi to contact
in the festivities," said a memo to ABC him or Roither.

all avenues of discourse with the University are exhausted.
'''The painting is just a step to a lot
of things that have happened on the
UMSL campus," Zuberi said "We
didn't notify any of the administration
on campus, and I wasn'tsurprised when
the police came, because I knew this
would be news.
"What I tried to do was eliminate
the element of surprise, by announcing
the police were here. I worked with
ABC on the press conference, but I felt
the students needed to be further informed," he said.
Zuberi said Monday's rally was a
sign of democracy in oction. He urged
students to continue gathering in such
a forum, to exchange their thoughts or
opinion ofUM-St Louis.
Colescott's painting, on loan to the
University, is a satire of the sixteenth
century painting, "Marriage of
Amolfmi." Colescon changed the mce
of the woman in the original to African.
Zuberi and other students on campus
agree the painting opens "old wounds"
concerning slavery in America.
"My flrst gut reaction was of total
outrage," Covington said, referring to
his first seeing the painting. ''Then my
second reaction was, I thought about
my great-grandmOlher. This is a woman
who remembers slavery, and she remembers not being able to drink out of
a waterfountain because she was black.
Then I felt shame because you would
think in this day of so-called enlightenment that people would realize that
these kinds of images still have a
stinging effect"
Among the arguments students
voiced against the painting's removal
was the violation of the First Amendment and that a public university is an
appropriate place for diverse art.
"Even the First Amendment's
rights are abridged in certain circumstances," Zuberi said. "You can't yell
fire in a crowded theater. As long as
your First Amendment expression
doesn't infringe upon therightsofother
people, then you can express that And
that's what we tried to showcase [Mon-

Fraternity from page 1
don't consider it hazing-be was willing. We don't condone hazing."
Blanton said that a disciplinary decision has not been reached by the
university on the matter. He said the
investigation is completed and any
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blood and/or urine samples. To qualify, you must be on no drugs or medications, have no history of :;er;ous disease or medical problems, and be of a normal
height/weight ratio. Free lab work and physical exam are included. Typical
compensation is about $300 per project. Projectll may take plaCE during weekdays or weekends. .
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ARA from page 1

•
things to do as far as the job is concerned."
Lutgen said Gruelle was' qualified
for the position..
'''The reason she (Gruelle) was
promoted was that she bad the most
seniority, the most experience of how
the program runs," he said.
Brown said the complaint mainly

fTT77:T::::T::7":"'7707I'T"'7"0J"7'C7:7'7':'777"'==='T'7====== concerned the way things are in the

work environment. She and other
workers have had conflicts with Gruelle
;:):"I \?I throughout the time she spent at the
grill.
Brown said Gruelle treats many of
the blacks unfairly and has written up
many black people on the floor. "She
wrote a black guy up for cursing, and
let the white girl off the hook."
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~~~;g=g\:~wup~thing about
- AnARAemployeesaystbatmore
minorities are needed in the managing
staff.
He said the employees
union
represention to deal with Wlfair prac-

need

tices by themangementstaff. He would
like the idea of a union to gain more
support. He said there is an ARA employee who has been talking to a local
unio~ to.see what it would take to bring
a uruon mto ARA food service.
.
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an't afford to save for retirement?
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By starting to save now, you can take
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to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.
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Society Doesn't AIlVays
Paint A Pre Picture
Roben M. Dames
associate features editor

Artcomes in many different forms,
and all of them seem to have the ability

to upset some segment of society.
Visual art on the UM-St Louis
campus has recently become the center
of attention with Robert Colescott's
painting ''Natural Rhythm: Thank You
Jan van Eyck." However, this is not the
only piece of art work: to cause dispute
in the history of art
"In the 1870s, Impressionist
paintings, when they were first made,
so upset people they were having fist
fights over them," said Tom
Kochheiser, lecturer and Art Gallery
210 director.
Times have changed somewhat
with people becoming more willing to
axeptdifIerences of opinion. However,
there will always be some argument
about what is right or wrong.
"I think we are trained in this culture to have and malce quick evaluations
ofart. And I think that in some ways it's
not necessarily fair either to the viewer
or the artist," said Tom Patton, Art
Deparanent chairperson.
Rap and Rock 'n' Roll music have
always been targeted for what commentaries or actions they are perceived
to promote.
Rapper Ice-T upset many people
with his release of "Cop Killer," but
refused to back down to pressures initially. lce-T was calling for attention
with the song. He saw a problem with
thepoll.ce and expressed it to the best of
his ability.
Colescott was simply trying to ex-

Photo: Alfie Ali

Colescott's painting has been moved to the second floor of the Thomas
Jefferson Library. On a table where the painting is displayed are journals
for viewers to write their interpretations and feelings about the painting.
The controversy surrounding this painting is very serene compared to
how some forms of art have been unaccepted in history.

. ,.

press his point of view through the
painting.
"I think it's raising certain issues
about not only race and gender, but
also the way race and gender issues
have appeared in history. 1 think it's
trying to get people to re-evaluate and
question history," said Patton.
"If it makes people think and
question their values and values of
others it is certainly an exchange of
ideas and I think. ,hat's a good thing~"
said Patton.
Thinking of art as something only
in society to portray beauty fails to
explore all possible avenues of life.
"If this university is about education and about exchange of ideas,
things like [the painting] should go up
and people should be able to talk about
them, not put them away," said
Kochheiser.
"So much contemporary art really
isn't about beauty. It's about an exchange of ideas or emotions. Those
ideas mayor may not be beautiful,"
said Patton.
Society becomes upset when the
artist does not agree with its personal
point of view.
"The public's perception of what
artists should be and what artists reall y
are sometimes very different," said
Patton.
Art designed not to be pleasing to
the eye will have advocates and opponents.
"I'm not suggesting that an art
experience always needs to be positive. Art can make you think and can
make you react negatively, but you
learn something," said Patton.

"If we censor this painting,
what's to prevent other forms of
commllllication La be censored.
And it may not be in the interest
of those now asking for the
painting to be censored."

"1 can't believe people

are raising so many issues
over a painting that was
painted by a black man."
Dawn Cuddy,
Accounting

Andrew Walker, Junior,
Accounting

....

"What's interesting is the AssociationofBlackCollegiansis so
outspoken, at least the president
is, while people within his own
organization feel differently."

I

Michael Mosblech, Senior,
Anthropology

"It seemed to me that he (the
character in the painting) respected his
"mistress" and they had a pretty good
relationship given the time."

Stephanie Bess, Junior,
Biology

Prejudice-ls rgn"orance 'The State Of Race Relations: .Is
UM-St . Louis A Racist Campus?
~

was true because in the six years I
lived there I don't think I saw six of
anything other than caucasions.
In my early teens my family
mov~ back to St. Louis, Normandy
to be exact, where

by Don Barnes
for The Current
All my life I have experienced,
internally and externally, racial
prejudice.
I was raised for some time in a
rural central Missouri town, where
occasionally you could hear someone boasting "You wouldn't catch
a n****r within 30 miles of this
town after dark." And I guess it

IWllSthrustint~a

St d

t Commentary overan~sai~ina

raCIally oppOSIte
U en
population compared to that of my previous environment Racism was again pre valent, only this time "white boys"
were the minority, and, consequently,
the victims.
NowI'm 26. Ilivein a neighborhood which is racially diverse; I attendaschooll like to think is racially
diverse. And racism continues to
interfere regularly with my peace of

t.

mind.
One day during the first week of
this semester 1 was talking to a
young woman who gave me the
'white whisper.' You know the
one. She leaned

low vOIce Can
you believe how
many blacks there are on this campus?" How could I respond- "I don't
know; how many are there?"
I was in the Underground two
weeks ago, getting a spoon for my
chili and a straw for my lemonade,
when I heard a young woman boldly
state "I hate white people."

See Column, page 7

,

First of a three-part series
by Dana Cook
features editor
UMSL is racist! At least it is according to a flyer posted on the office
door of the Associated Black Collegians (ABC).
The recent controversy over a
painting that is currently hanging in the
library has sparked a whole range of
accusations fired at various areas within
the university .
On the flyer there were several
reasons stated for the campus being
racist. They are: "Low black student
enrollment and black faculty represen-

tation, harassment by student government and student activities, lack of
adequate black oriented library mate·
rial, questionable hiring practices of
blacks and yellow journalism by the
campus newspaper."
The flyer has been taken down an d
ABC Vice-President Travis Lawrence
said he isn't sure who put the flyer up
in the first place.
"I do have reason to believe that it
was someone in the (ABC) adminisrration, and if it was then we're going
to have to stand behind that," Lawrence
said.
Lawrence said he wasn't completely behind the accusation of low
black student enrollmen t, but he would
like to see an increased recrUitment
effort of black students at the area's
comrnllllity colleges, specifically at
Forest Park and Florissant Valley. He
also said upgrading admission requirements and cutting remedial pro·
grams will affect the enrollment.
"One decision they (administrators) made was that some of the remedial services which certain minority
students most desperately need was
going to be sacrificed also. You hate to
see some things perish if it's not at all
necessary, " Lawrence said.
Norman Seay, director of the Office of Equal Opportunity at UM-St
Louis, said the number of black students is greater now than it has ever
been.
"As of now, we have more than
1,400 African -American students, and
I don't think there is any university in
the state of Missouri that has that
nurnberof African-Americans," Seay
said. "We graduate more AfricanAmericans at the undergraduate level
than any othercoUege or university in
the state of Missouri."
According to Seay, there is still a
lot more to do. He said the office is
doing more to recruit black srudents.
Forexample, the office has one person
who reaches out to area community
colleges and the university advertises
in various media with audiences that
are primarily African-American.
An unofficial student count based
on students who have declared their
ethnicity show that 12.5 percent of the
UM-St. Louis student enrollment are
African-American.

Seay said he would like to see
African-American enrollment between
20 to 25 percent.
"We are not satisfied, but we are
making progress toward increasing the
population of African-Americans,"
Seay said. "We're hoping that when
th,ose (admission) standards are increased that our outreach will grow and
commensurate with the riSillg of the
standards ."
Seay said there are studies that
indicate when standards have increased
African-Americans are able to reach
them and do well.
The university's past image, cost
and other schools were the factors Seay
stated that kept the population of Afri·
can-American students low.
Low black faculty representation
was another concern. Lawrence said it
is a dilemma because he has talked to .
several African- American students
w\)o have said in the four to six years
they have been at this campus they
haven't had an African-America professor.
/
"You can sit back and say it's a
petty claim or a peny statement but it
has to make an impact," Lawrence
said.
The impac t, according to Lawrence,
is a lot of times African- American
students understand some things better
when it is explained to them by an
African-American professor. He said
it was a "cultUIa! thing."
"You could bring in some students
from primarily all-black city schools,
who are just as intelligent as the next
person, who would probably come into
this environment with primarily all
white instructors and have difficulties," Lawrence said.
As of Aug. 26, there were 26 African-AmeriCatl faculty members on the
UM-St. Louis campus, making up five
percent of all faculty. Efforts are being
made to increase the nlLTnber of African-American faculty members also,
according to Seay.
"Now in the (UM) system we have
more African-American faculty members than any of the other campuses
except for Columbia," Seay said. "Plus
we have a program to bring on at least

See Problems, page 7
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Problems from page 5
four African-Americanseachacademic
year."
Seay said the office is not happy
with the low number of AfricanAmerican faculty members, and they
are hoping to increase that nwnber.
"We are hoping to bring in more
graduate students and to train our own
because there aren't that many Ph.ds
around," Seay said. 'There is a great
deal of competition for African Americans who have their Ph.ds ·because

theirs is such a limited nwnber."
Every time there is a search committee for faculty, Seay said, an affumative action advocate is appoin~
who is expected to do extraordinary
things to include African-Americans.
"We have a responsibility to try to
reach those areas were we're
underrepresentative and we are on this
campus underrepresentative in the area
of African-American faculty," Seay
said.

FILM: Power Of Vision

of each student organization that is
Featured This Week:
.University Program Board currently recognized or registered at

by Amy Weicht
of The Current staff

Joel Barker shows how a positive vision of the future
can provide meaning and direction to the present.

----------------------------Thursday, October 14
12:30 - 1 P.M.

6-6:30 P.M.
Venue: 211 Clark Hall
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How do you get a job without experience? •
How do you get experience without a job?
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If you've ever been on campus on
a Wednesday afternoon you've experienced the tension-breaking atmosphere provided by what they call
. Wednesday Noon Live.
This wonderful service is provided
the University Program Board (UPB).
If you've been reading my column and
none of the groups I've told you about
have quite peaked your interest so far,
then this one might just do the trick.
According LOmy handy dandy
docwnent, containing brief descriptions
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Experience the future ...
Experience the advantage ...
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• Summer internships

-Speciality Orders
-Case Prices
-Party Planning
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UM-St Louis (to get your very own
just stop by the Student Activities Office), UPB was organized to present a
varied series of educational, social,
cultural, recreational and entertainment
programs which attempt to meet the
diverse needs and interests of the UMSt. Louis community.
UPB achieves this in a variety of
different ways. One very good example
is National Coming Out Day, which
UPB is sponsoring on Oct. 11. This
day is specifically being set aside to
celebrate gay and lesbian rights. Since
the gay and lesbian organizations once
recognized on campus have disappeared, UPB felt it was necessary to
help this group of students feel like
they belong.
"Being involved in UPB, you help
create a better environment on cam pus,
help students feel more comfortable
with a commutercampus, as well as the
other students," said Chris Jones, chair
of the Board for UPB.
National Coming Out day is just
another way this organization is doing
their job.
According to Jones, the organization is trying to appeal to students by
maling leamnjg fun.

"Our main goal is to entertain, as
well as educate," said Jones.
UPB gives you an opportunity to
showcase all the education you are .
receiving at UM-St Louis at their annual College Bowl. College Bowl is an
education bee, so to speak, where students can compete with other students
to see who has the bigger brain.
Another activity that you could be
involved in planning if you were one of
the creative members of UPB is the
Comedy Series they sponsor on every
other Wednesday. The funny people
they bring to campus can be found in
the Summit Lounge between the hours
of 12:00 p.m. and 1:00.
On Dec. 17, UPB is trying to make
arrangements to cap off their jokey
jaunt with the infamous Bobcat
Gothwait, from "Police Academy"
fame. Nothing to whine about there.
With trusgroup the fun never stops.
On Oct. 30, UPB will sponsor a sort of
Nightmare On Elm Street ftlm festival-if you will. They will be showing
three different sequels of this immortal
classic. This would be a great way to
get in the mood for the frightfully fearfilled fun night ahead. Keep an eye out
for more information 011 this activity
still to come.
. I've just outlined a few of the great

activities brought to you by the UPB,
some of the others you might recognize
include: Mirthday, Expo, and coming'
up Oct.l8 to the 21 is Alcohol
Awareness Week.
Now that I' ve got you sitting on the
edge of your seat, waiting to find out
how to get involved, I'll fill you in.
Basically, there are two types of
members in UPB; some that vote and
somethatdon't The only real difference
is the voting members are involved
with the distribution· of the
organization's funds.
All you need to do to become a part
of this great organization is go in and
fIll out an application, just a formality
so they have your phone number and a
correct spelling of your name. You're
eligible to fill voting seats on the board
as they open as long as you have a 2.0
grade point average. As we speak, there
are three open seats. There are a total of
12. But even if you're not interested in
voting, there's still a spot for you in the
organization. According to Jones, 'The
only distinction isdetennining how the
money is spent."
To get more information all you
need to do is contact your neighborhood Student Activities Office, or stop
by 272 University Center and tell 'em
YOll heard about it on The Comer .

makes any sense, which leads me to
believe the people holding these convictions and making these statements
are senseless individuals
Senseless is just another word for
unaware. The people in St. James and
the people in Normandy were unaware
of how detrimental their convictions
were. They were una ware of the people
they were hating and ignorant as to the
causes of their racism.
College students on the other hand
are supposed to be sensible people.
They're supposed to be aware of the
diversity around them (that's why you
take general education courses.) They
are supposed to take their experience
and knowledge and combine them for
a
understanding in the w.orld..
Wh.y then does an_attitude as blindly

ignorant as racism exist on this campus?
No, I don't expect an answer, and
yes, I know the complexity surrounding this issue could fill volumes for
future students to examine. But the
concept itself is so simple.
r heard a young man the other day
explaining his view thatour generation
couldbe the one to unite as adiven;ified
one rather continuing as a segregated
many. I've seen that world. Its the one
r try to live in despite constant reminden; to the contrary.
The next time you decide to hate or
even disrespect an entire population of
people, check your justification. Think
about the prople you know in that
population. If you don't know any,
mayge its time you met'! few.
'

Column from page 5
Last week I was exposed to a substantial variety of racial graffiti which
some kind and enlightened soles had
scratched into the metal divider beside
the urinal I was utilizing. Seems like an
appropriate place for it, on a divider,
something which obstructs your vision.
Only occasionall y do I find myself
in the lounge above the bookstore, but
every time I'm there I overhear negative remarks about "the white man"
and "how he's tryin' ta keep the brothers down."
Would somebody brief me here.
Why the persecution? Why the alienation? Why the victimization? Why
the worry and the hate and the graffiti
and the inability to reach a state of
hamlony?" I don't·know. None of it
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Blliton's Hat Trick Propels Rivenvomen
Past Inexperienced Colorado Christian
by Cory Schroeder
sports editor

Peter
~per

Athletic
Awardsll
by Pete Dlcrlsplno
associate sports editor
It' s time for another addition to the
widely acclaimed Peter Piper Awards.
This week's awards will be given out to
the UM-St.Louis players who I believe
should be recognized for their efforts,
so far this season.
So, here is my fall athletics midseaSon All-Star team.
First, my selections for the wOO1en's

soccer team.
Forward, Jenny Burton- The
Riverwomens' biggest threat on of. fense. Burton leads the team with 14
point&----on six goals and two assists.
She has taken 41 shots this season-24
more than the second highest total on
the team. She leads the team with three
game-winning goals, while starting
every single game.
Sweeper, Angie AndersonThough Anderson doesn't have a ton
of points, what she does on the field is
more than enough to make up for it.
Anderson ' is the backbone of the
~en defense and also·serveg
as one of the team' s captains. Sbe has
also played in every game which is a
feat in itself considering her small

With the temperature sinking on
the mercury, the Riverwomen left
Colorado Christian University in a deep
freeze, icing a 3-1 Saturday victory.
Ironically, the UM-St. Louis
women's soccer team hadjustretumed
from a weekend trip at Colorado in
which they edged past Metropolitan
State 2-1 and lost a heated battle with
Air Force 3-0. The only bright spot of
the weekend had been the dynamic play
of senior forward Kim Miller. Miller,
who has long been labeled as oozing
with talent, was moved to the forward
spot due to an injury to forward Sarah
Maddox. MIller responded well by
adding two assists and is starting to
become the offensive force she was
always billed as being.
"Kim had been snake-bitten as far
as scoring," Riverwomen head coach
Ken Hudson said. "B ut she's starting to
playoff the ball more and will get her
chances."
With Miller's offensive presence, it
I has only enhanced fellow forward Jenny
Burton's playas Colorado Christian
found out. Once again, Burton put on
an offensive highlight show, scoring
three goals bringing her season total to
nine.
Her goals included a penalty shot in
which she froze the Cougars goalie and
drilled the ball into the right comer of

Photo Alfie M. Ali

YIKES: Senior Forward Kim Miller tries to get the ball under control as Colorado Christian players surround

her. Miller did not account for any of the scoring, but she did constantly disrupt the Cougar defense.
the net and a tap-in that she dribbled
out of a crowd. But perhaps the most
impressive was a high kick from
backfielder Brook Langelier which
Burton headed over a leaping Cougar

goalie.
"We were working on headers all
week and I guess it payed off," Burton
said.
Burton is in danger of breaking the

Twin Towers: Kalnpwertb Sisters
Are Awing The Volleyball World

UM-S t Louis single season goal record
which stands at 19. She will need to
average a goal a game to break the
record which has stood since 1981.
Burton also has an outside chance of
breaking the record for most shots on
goal in a season which stands at 108.
Burton has 49.
"Burton knows where to go,"
Hudson said. "She moves to the space
and knows what to do with the ball."
The Riverwomen controlled the
tempo most of the game, exposing an

by Rebecca Dames
of The Current staff

The sistedy-duo is quite a visual
pair. Senior Debbie Kampwerth and
Junior Carol Kampwerth rule the nets
with their six-foot statures.
stature.
"Its easier to block when you are as
Goalie, Kelley Hearne- Hearne
has seen her share of shots this year and tall as we are," said Debbie.
Debbie's career started when she
has come up with save after save. She
has started in every game and has a was in sixth grade at Highland Junior
goals against average of2.07. She also High. She has been playing for the past
has one shutout to her credit, while 10 years with her sisters Sharon and
Carol. After junior high she played four
making 102 saves.
Honorable Mention-Forward, years at Highland Senior High School,
Kim Miller- Miller has rebounded where she received two-time Allfrom a slow start and is closing in on Conferenceperfonner and took the Most
Burton for the team lead in points. Valuable Player award and the best
Miller has collected eight points, on offensive player as a senior. In high
Photo: Alfie M. Ali
two goals and four assists. Her play has school she also lettered in basketball, SIBLING LOVE: From left to right are Riverwomen hitters Carol and
taken off since her move up to the track and was an honor student
Debbie Kampwerth. Their sister Sharon also played forthe Riverwomen
"I enjoyed playing basketball and last season .
forward position.
running track. I was just more interested
The Men's Soccer All-Stars.
with a Business Administration de- and coach her on improving them.
Defender, Doug Wiese- Wjese in volleyball," said Debbie.
gree
with an emphasis in marketing.
"I am used to playing with both of
She then moved her career to Lewis
displays guts and he is all heart on the
She
does
not
see
her
volleyball
career
my
sisters, however, Sharon is the
soccer field. Serving as the team cap- and Clark Junior College where she
going
any
further
than
college
but
will
stronger
player and she taught me to
tain, Wiese has played outstanding all earned All-Conference honors.
continue
to
play.
look
more
into myself and to be posiDebbie is a second-year returning
year long. He consistently is assigned
"I
will
just
play
for
fun
from
now
tive,"
said
Debbie.
to shutdown the other teams' top for- starter. She joined the team at UM-St
Before the match against Central
ward and usually succeeds. Wiese has Louis two years ago from Lewis and on," said Debbie. "It's a lot of hard
work,
but
it
is
alsO
a
lot
of
fun.
I
don't
Missouri
State on OCL 6, Debbie was
provided offense. He has scored two Clarl<1lmiorCollege, in Godfrey Illinois.
have
mlich
free
time
and
the
time
I
do
hopeful
that
they would come out with
goals and four assists, for eight points. She received second-team All-MIAA
have
is
spent
'doing
homework."
a
win.
Forward,Todd'Rick- Rick is the recognition. She is second on the team
Debbie has enjoyed playing with
Rivennens' fastest player and their with 315 kills, third in hitting percentSee Sisters, page 10
both
her older and younger sisters.
age
at
276,
twelve
in
MlAA
hitting
biggest offensive weapon. He is tied
for the team lead in goals with four; percentage and sixth in MIAA service But, Sharon, her older sister who also
played volleyball for theRiverwomen,
leads the team with five assist, and 13 aces per game.
Debbie will be graduating next year was there to point out her weak points
points.
Rick drives opponents nuts with
his work ethic.
Midfieider, Matt GQber- Gober
is tied for the team lead in goals (four)
and is second on the team in points
by Pete Dlcrlspino
(11). He also leads the team with two
associate sports editor
game-winning goals, and because of a
strong shot, he takes most of the team's
The UM-St Louis men's soccer
corner kicks.
*Had A Hat
r--------,-------,
team
renewed their confidence two
Women's Volleyball Team.
weekends
ago, as the they stopped a
Setter, Amy Cole- Cole is, withTrick Against
school
record
five-game losing streak.
out a doubt, the best setter in the MidColorado
The
bleeding
was stopped as the
America Athletics Association ConRivermen collected two victories in the
Christian
ference. Cole leads theMIAAin assists
Vess Soccer Classic, al home Oct 2-3.
per game (13.97) and in service oces
The Rivennen improved their
per game (.79). She has been the big*Leads
recordt04-5-1 witha2-} overtime win
gest surprise of the volleyball season,
over Grand Canyon University anda6so far.
Riverwomen
odecision over Fontbonne College.
Middle
Hitter,
Debbie
Scorers With
'1 hoped we accomplished getting
Kampwerth- Kampwerth has put on a
our
confidence back," UM-St Louis
Nine Goals and
show so far this season. She leads the
head
coach Tom Redmond said.
MIAA in hitting percentage (383), is
20 Points~
Midfielder
Justin S taus, making his
third in aces (.62) a game, and third in
first
appearance
since suffering a
block shots per game (1.48). She will
sprained
ankle
two
weeks ago, scored
end up in the running for MIAA Player
*Also Has
the
game-winning
goal against the
of the Year.
TbreeGame
Lopes of Grand Canyon, 35 seconds
into overtime.
See Awards, page 10 Winning Goals

~
UII estport Cine'

Athlete of the Week

Jenny Burton

inexperienced Cougars roster that contained no upper-classmen. In a rare
offensive display, the Riverwomen
totaled 24 shots on goal and kept the
ball away from their star goalie, Kelley
Hearne.
"It was an aggressive game,"
Hudson said. "But we've got to be
aggressive. Things are starting to fit
together."
Hearne only faced 10 shots and
allowed just one' goal, a shot which
sailed over head, just dipping under the
crossbar.
"It was a miscommunication,"
Hearne said. "Angie (Anderson) and
Kim Beeman were trying to clear it out
and they crossed it in front of the goal
and their #16 got her foot on it and
kicked it over my head."
Despite the one goal, the play of the
defense, especially senior sweeper
Angie Anderson, has been credible even
in the loss against Air Force.
"Angie's been playing real well
but we still need to be more consistent
on defense," Hudson said.
Butitonly gets harder from here,as
the Riverwomen will have faced
Mercyhurst, ranked third in the nation
(Oct 10). With that kind of competition
the Riverwomen will have to return
home to host seventh ranked Quincy
(Oct 12).
"These next two games are very
important," Anderson said. "We played
Mercyhurstlast year and they havea lot
of speed so they'll be tough."
If the Riverwomen can pull off two
victories against ranked leams, the
NCAA will have a hard time ignoring
them when it comes time to make selections for the playoffs.
"We're capable," Hudson said.
"We have to play smart."
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RivelDlen liounce Back ;
Take Two At Vess Classic
"Justin helped settle us down offensively ," Redmond said. "We were
having a little trouble offensively."
Fellow midfielder Robert Emerson,
also scored against the Lopes, netting
his third goal of the season.
Goalie Jeff Hulsey made seven
saves against the Lopes, while lowering his goals against average to 1.82.
The Rivermen improved on their
areas of concern, tightening up on defense, passing and playing hard the
entire game.
"I sensed we would play well, we
had a lot of intensity all week at practice," Redmond said.
''We're trying, we still need to
concentrate a little more on playing a
full 90 minutes," back Doug Wiese
said. "We're almost there."
Against the Griffins from
Fontbonne, the Rivennen dominated
the entire game and six different goal

scorers helped bury them.
"It was fun to relax and watch ou
team playa little closer to what they'r,
capable of," Redmond said.
The Ri vennen outshot the GriffIn
25 to 4 and goalie Todd Molski coull
have taken a nap, with the little a:;tiOl
he saw.
"I've been preaching protecting ani
taking care of the ball at practice
Against Fontbonne we protected th,
ball and put a lot of pressure on them,
Redmond said.
Wiese continued his fine play 01
defense as he was named the defensiv,
player of the tournament.
Wiese just recently moved to th,
wing-back position on defense £hi
week and seemed to fit into his nev
position nicely.
"He looked like a different playe

See Vess, page 10
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Awards from page 9
Qutside
Hitter,
Carol
Kampwerth transferred this year from
Lewis and Clark Community College,
to form an impressive one-two punch
with sister Debbie. Carol is fourth in
the MIAA in hitting percentage (.327),
second in aces C.72), and seventh in
blocked shots per game (1.25).
Best mid-season coach-Volley.
ball Coach,Denise Silvester- Silvester
has done it again. She did a fabulous
job recruiting andJ'ebuilding her team.
Although she wasn 'texpecting to have
major success, Silvester has her team
sitting at l3-4 overall and 6-2 in the
conference, and they are still very much
in contention for the MIAA title.
These players are the front-runners
for the season-ending Peter Piper AllStar Awards. Hopefully, I will be adding a few more to the list
The Peter Piper All-Star Awards
are views of this writer and don't
necessariy reflect the views of the sports
department.

Upcoming Home Games
Women's Soccer vs.
Qwcy Tuesday, Oct.12
7:00 p.m.

Volleyball vs. Northeast Missouri State
Wednesday, Oct. 20
7:00 p.m.

AM I P REGNANT?

Vess from page 9

Sisters from page 9

on the wing-morereJaxed,"Redmond
said. ''He didn't have to take on the
whole world, he played great"
Wiese, Man Gober, Emerson, John
Quante, Dean Dallas, and Todd Rick
accounted for the goals. Rick also had
three assists and used his speed to
create chance after chance.
''Todd's non-stop work ethic really
helped us out this weekend," Redmond
said.
Both the Rivermen and Northeast
Missouri State won both games in the
VessClassic,butthetoumamentcrown
went to the Bulldogs, on the basis of
total goals scored. The Bulldogs, who
beat Fontbonne 3-1 and Grand Canyon
7-0, scored 10 goals in their two wins.
The Rivennen scored eight in their
victories.
The Rivermen were hopeful to keep
the good play going as they played
Oakland University and C.W. Post,
last weekend in the Central Region
Classlc at Oakland University. Both
teams have been ranked in the top 20.

"We definitel y want a win tonight,
and we wantto win moresincewehave
never beaten them," she said.
Debbie's arriving counterpart on
the court is her six-foot sister Carol.
Carol has come to join her at UMSt.Louis. They may be sisters but they
do not let that effect them during play
time.
"I don't take them as sisters while
we are playing they are just another
team member that we need to work
with," said Carol.
Carol began her volleyball career
nine years ago at Highland Junior High.
And then followed in her sisters footsteps to Highland High School. She
was a two-year starter for her basketball team in high school and she set the
record for most career points. She also
received Most Valuable Player Award
for volleyball and basketball in her
senior year.
Her career then moved to Lewis
and Clark Junior College where she
was deemed the team's top offensive

CENTER

game."
However, not even chants of "u"
"Mil "S" "L" could spur the
Riverwomenpast the number one team
in the Mid-American Athletics Association. The Jennies are undefeated
and ranked 15th in the nation among
Division II schools.

LIVE MUSIC

"Central's just a great team,"UMSt. Louis head coach Denise Silvester
said, in an interview last week:. '''They've
always given us trouble."
Trouble is an understatement. The
Riverwomen have lost sixteen in a row
to the Jennies and have pretty much
taken themselves out of the race for the

COCKTAILS

• FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate results
• CompleteIyconfidentiaJ
• Call or walk in

725-3150

447-6477

831-6723

227-5111

950 Francis PI.

2352 HWY 94

3347 N. HWY 67

510 Baxter Rd

(St. Louis)

(St. Charles)

(Florissant)

(Ballwin)

24· Hour Phone Service

~____________________________-1

• DRINK SPECIALS EVERY NIGHT
• FREE DANCE LESSONS TUES-THURS
• LADIES' NIGHT WED NIGHT WITH
7St DRAFT BEER, WINE & WELL DRINKS

WCATED IN GRASSO PLAZA AT THE
CORNER OF GRA VOIS AND TESSON FERRY
631-1120

the Uriiversity Program
Board presents ...

HILLCREST APARTMENTS
If Space, Affordability and Conveniece are what you are looking for . ..
Look No Further.
.
Hillcrest offers spacious 1 and 2 bedroom apartments at rates no one can
beat .. Just minutes from MetroLink, Downtown, the Airport md Shopping.

Monday, Oct. 18
Awareness video and
information table in the
University Center Lobby
11 a.m.-l p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 20
(same as Oct. 18)
Thursday, Oct. 21
.Keynote speaker
B arb Eisenhart
representing M.A.D.D. and S.A.D.D.
11 a.m.-l p.m. in the
J.,C. Penny Auditorium
Questions? Call the UPB office at 553-5531

'The last game against Northeast
[Missouri State) made us really nervous, it was hard to concentrate, we
could not hear each other over the noise
of the crowd," said Carol.
With · the talent both Karnpwerth
sisters possess, it would be hard for
them to remain silent in any crowd of
volleyball players.:
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LODGING. LIFTS. PARTIES· PICNICS· TAXES

JANUARY 2-16, 1994· 5,6 or 7 NIGHTS

chaI:Jce.
"We weren't able to get around
'their blocks," Cole said.
.
The Riverwomen will have faced
the Jennies and MIAA rival, Emporia
State, at the Fort Hayes Tournament
Theymustwinthosematchestoq~

:~~~~:::~GE !19

for postseason play. Then Northeast
Missouri State comes to town Oct 20.
''We have to beat Northeast Missouri to have a chance," Cole said..

Book Sale!
Phi Alpha Theta
Is Sponsoring A Used
Book Sale.
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MIAA title. Thelennies and Northeast
Missouri State University are both
undefeated iri conference play while
the Riverwomen have now lost three
matches. In order for the Riverwomen
to have a shot at the conference championship, they must beatNMSU, whom
they host at home Oct 20.
With the pressure to win on their
minds, the Riverwomen came out
strong in the first game, but never had
the lead as CMSU cruised to a 15-11
victory. The offenSe looked lostduring
the last few volleys with the hitters
bumping into each other at one point.
"Central Missouri forced us to run
some plays wedidn 't want," Cole said.
"Our offense was out of sync."
The lone bright spot of the first
game was an appearance by setter
Ginger Heaton, whc had been previously unable to play due to a fractured
finger. Silvester used Heaton sparingly
throughout the match for defensive
help and started her at the setter position in the third game due to Cole's
continued struggle with a stomach flu.
TheJennies' MIAA "Hitter of the
Week" Mona Davis, took over in the
second game, mesmerizing the
Riverwomen's front line with devastating-spikes. Gone were the blocking
tandem of the J.<ampwerth sisters,
which had been so effective pieVious garnes. Davis's assault battered
it's way through any attempted blocks
and slammed the Jennies past UM-St
Louis 15-8.
.
"Mona was really on tonight,"
Central Missouri head. coach Peggy
Martin said. "She has been our big
hitter the last couple of weeks."
Davis returned for more in the
third match and the Jennies completed
the sweep with a 15·9 victory. The
Riverwomen have been lucky to have
the Iu:ury of someone steppirig up
.their game in preyious matches but no
one carne forward. Leading hitter
Debbie Kampwerth was silent and Cole
was unable to generate whatever of·
fense was even available. CMSU's
Davis and junior hitter Chris Elmore
shut down any spikes that even had a
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player last season.
She has played more with Debbie
than herolder sister Sharon. And whenever she needed help one of them was
there to give a little expertise.
"If I have problems, they tell me
what I'm doing wrong and how to
correct it," said Carol.
Before Wednesday's game against
CMSU, Carol was optimistic about that
Wednesday was
night's game.
"Spirit Night," and a lot of the athletes
carne and cheered the women's volleyball team on.
"I love the idea of Spirit Night, I
think it will help us out a lot," said
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